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Physics ia ideas electricity

Reflections from King's School, Worcester UK 1_curric/Investigation/past_ Investigation.html mind/physics.htm 1999 1 Factors that caused the change in the decline of perspex. 2 Flow of water on grooves and weirs. 3 Shrink of the adjacent turns of a coil due to the current through them. 4 Investigate factors related to the flow of powders
and crystals. 5 Investigate light from a 1.5 V bulb and a relative amount of light of different wavelengths from it. 6 Load/speed variant of parachute. 7 Research on splashing. 8 Behavior of thyratrons under different conditions. 9 Corona discharge. 10 Forced confrontation. 11 Fiberglass joints. 12 Araldite bonds. 13 Audio percussion causes
vibrations in metal bars. 14 Climbing in the copper wire. 15 Effect of shelves on breaking waves. 16 Strengthen the bandage with sawdust. 17 The force of the cymymast on a motor vehicle. 18 A fluid flow meter. 19 Piezo Electric Effect. 20 Use vortex currents &gt; demolition tests. 21 A wind-powered generator. 22 The formation of a
water tornado. 23 Precipitate static particles. 24 The impact of water on the flat surface of water. 25 Distribution of air pollution. 26 An electrical analogy for water flow through locks. 27 Pour - the element that makes the proboscis ideal. 28 Build and use a randomized counter over a period of time to study short-lived isoths in radioactive
decay. 29 Factors may involve hanging a consistent volume/unit length chain. 30 Smoke rings. 31 The effect of different short-circuit periods on the rate of recovery of dry cells. 32 Pressure/mass relationship of a rubber ball. 33 Behavior of drops on a hot plate. 34 The feasibility of solar energy. 35 Optimal aperture of a 36 hole-pin camera
absorbs microwave ovens. 37 A study and analysis of rotational vortexes. 38 Control the sound in the room. 39 Effect of internal pressure on a football's performance. 40 The electricality of electrolyes in wood. 41 Absorb the liquid with filter paper. 42 The shape of the water columns flowing from the top. 43 The word probe is shaded. 44
Ionized air and van de Graff generator. 45 Design of an automatic operating burette. 46 Use a photo-sensitive device as an optical camera and application for light inging out of a light bulb. 47 Energy is stored in a clock spring. 48 Cling wrap investigation: Why does it cling? 49 The production of a pump using the movement of the ions in a
field. 50 Remote suspension. 51 Temperature in a fire. 52 Absorption of electromagnetic waves by glass, 53 Engine and dynamo effects on electrically indused liquids. 54 Sound of the sea as heard in the sea shell Is 55 Performance of a fan 56 Lightening valve rocker arm to improve engine performance. 57 Phase change in an indy
engine. 58 Fringes in Escaped Soap Films. 59 Pulse in a 60 Hovercraft stick. 61 Properties of foam resin. 62 The kettle. 63 Sound of a large room 64 The relationship between wavelengths and concentrations varies in a fluorescent 65 axis rotation. 66 Crater. 67 @king an acceleration. 68 The shape of a drop. 69 Holes in magnets. 70
Oscillity of the wire ring. 71 Is the fire electrically possible? 72 Thermal pairs use different metal intersections. 73 Sound frequency from metal plates. 74 Radiation heat dosing infusion. 75 Puncture properties of paper. 76 The air effusy moves. 77 Resin properties of the skin. 78 Transmit sound through water. 79 Effect of pressure on
spark plugs. 80 Deposition rate of metal particles. 81 Investigate the electrostatic loader. 82 Effect of shape on the effectiveness of the paddle blade. 83 Some physical properties of a brake fluid. 84 compares the thrust of a propeller to its rotational speed. 85 To investigate the stream liner of fish as related to their passage through water.
86 Measure dunge as a monostable circuit. 87 Strengthen paper tape. 88 Investigate the design of windmills. 89 Perfect puncture. 90 Method of using waves and tides to produce electricity; use models in the lab. 91 Harmonics in a guitar. 92 Behavior of bubbles increases in fluid. 93 Beta-particie emission energy spectrum. 94 Properties
of the over-air array. 95 Variations in the range of alpha-particles in the air at low pressure. 96 Does water absorb ultraviolet light? 97 An experiment in the synthesizing of words. 98 The nature of whirlpools. 99 Three-dimensional waves in jelly. 100 Performance of a diesel model. 101 Effect of wavelengths on the refractive angle of water
ripples. 102 Dust and static as a problem with gramophone records. The 103 Multivibrator is used as an engine speed control. 104 A braking system using indi candies. 105 Properties of a vibrating chain using Lissajou's figures. 106 Factors affecting the lift of an aerofoil. 107 Word amplifier. 108 The effect of the grid between the two
electrolyes in a partly ionic environment. 109 Back-scattering of beta particles. 110 Strength and domain structure of magnets at different temperatures. 111 Hull design. 112 Resonance laminas. 113 Transmission of still images. 114 noise is produced by electrical switches. 115 Sound shock absorber by Polythene. 116 Fishing time. 117
The path of a ball through the air. 118 Effect of the thickness of fiberglass logging in temperature distribution along a brass bar, heated at one end. 119 Vibrations of certain wires after being initially shifted. 120 Electrostatic cooling. 121 To investigate the effect of salt and sawdust on the brittleness of the ice. 122 Spectral absorption of
plant pigmentation. 123 Pitch of xylophone bar. 124 Flight of paper aircraft and air dynamics involved. 125 Zoom, effective measurement method. 126 To show stress in the paper. 127 Ability to display colors in the dark. 128 The thrill of lead. 129 Use search coil to measure the field at high frequencies. 130 Eddy is currently warming up.
131 properties of 4 layers of wool which makes it useful for wool garments. 132 Some useful properties of nylon fabric. 133 The power of the ice beams. 134 Radiation intensity from GHz oscillator. 135 Electronic feedback. 136 Aviation of a fly, 137 Load carries the properties of a cobweb. 138 Minimize feedback in the microphone system.
139 The same for the polar effect of hills etc. on UHF is not extreme. 140 Effect of electromagnetic waves on the allower. 141 Effect of smoke particles on the wavelength of sound. 142 Design, operation and use of spectral analysis for musical instruments. 143 Vibration frequency container with warm liquid. 144 A trough as an
acceleration. 145 Factors that affect the suitation of the material for use in the umbrella. 146 Viscosity of liquid in da wheel bearings. 147 Potential variant in a liquid lead tank. 148 How the volume of an air tracking vehicle affects its performance. 149 Shape and oscillation of the soup bubble. 150 Leo in rubber. 151 Support of a ball I in a
jet. 152 How long does the flash from the bulb last? 153 Investigate the behavior of a commercial radioactive meter. 154 Resistance contact. 155 Convert the speed of a conversion. 156 Force in the skin of a ball. 157 Schlieren Photography. 158 Capacitors microphone. 159 Compare three loudspeakers. 160 electrical impulses in the skin.
161 Effect of different nodules on the overall performance of a sea rotor. 162 Velocity of particles from a 241-Am. 163 Efficiency of a 12 volt engine. 164 A orast like a zener fad. 165 Crew efficiency. 166 The spiral flight paths of different winged seeds. 167 The film of ice + water with salt is added. 168 Behavior of wood under the stress,
strength and hardness of various beams and beam works. 169 Dashpot shock absorber method. 170 The electrical characteristics of a solar call. 171 Behavior of large waves in a narrow channel. 172 Variant of friction with relative velocity of two exposed bodies. 173 Variations of the speed of a mechanical wave in a wire. 174 Shattered
glass. 175 Noise in hot er0s. 176 Time compensation of a steel ball on an iron surface. 177 Paddle wheel performance. 178 The effect of detergent reflects light with cotton. 179 The relationship between humidity and the speed of sound in the air. 180 Water increases to polymer fiber. 181 Sound properties of plastic forms. 182 Inland
transmission of thermistors. Vibration plate. 184 Photo-electrolymmolyst effect in the resast. 185 Effect of load on cells. The explosion of a ball. 187 Microwave for range and detection. 188 Oscillity and deviation of suspension bridge model. Deviation of droplets at high voltage. 190 The effect of the field on electrolysts and reastlyst. 191
Electric weighing machine. 192 Damping oscilles in liquid. 193 The effectiveness of a fan belt. 194 Find current in a floating aluminum ring. 195 Venturi Principles. 196 Lowmeter f electrolymity: use the Hall effect in the liquid to measure the velocity of the ionic liquid in a tube. 197 Sailing Investigation. 198 Thermal power effect in metal
wire and leaves. 199 The action of salt on ice with reference to roads. 200 Why did soap movies explode? 201 Practicality of recharging dry cells. 202 Effects of internal energy on stress/stress relationships. 203 The effect of a black and white disc creating color. 204 Absorb UV rays with water. 205 High velocity impact in the sand. 206
Effect of concentration and temperature on the electricality of the solution. 207 The effect of the field on the current in a thermionicde. 208 To find the best 'faucet' to polish the glass plate. 209 Hall voltage in electrolyst; 210 Characteristics of an LDR. 211 Sediment. 212 Bumping and bol I;ng. 213 Efficiency of a water wheel. 214 Adhesive
properties of 'blu-tack'. 215 The electricality of wet wood. 216 Reduce friction with grease. 217 Add-on multi-beam units displayed for oscill fluctuations. 218 The surface of the liquid rotates. 219 Electric force. 220 Cross link in rubber. 221 The physical characteristics of an accurate distance measurement system using light noise. 222 The
flight properties of a shuttle faucet, 223 fluid gel strength and other physical properties of gum solutions are used in the food industry. 224 Scattered light polars. 225 The effect of a bow. 226 Disperse the soil from the falling water. 227 Origin and wave forms at the interface. 228 Build air flow meter. 229 Fresnel lenses for waves 3 cm. 230
Paperclips. 231 Power and dislocation. 232 Transmission through low pressure gas 233 Forced oscillation in mechanical resonance systems. 234 Electrolymed clutch. 235 spillways. 236 Physical effect of common surface active substances. 237 Factors affecting the refractive index of the liquid. 238 Drop projection from nozzle. 239
Functional properties of copper tube on cooling. 240 Spectral absorption of plant pigmentation. 241 To perform and use an optical optical machine to investigate the glow intensity of the lamp. 242 To try and find an ideal air tracking slider. 243 Construction and testing of electrostatic loudspeakers. 244 To find the best air design to give the
strongest signal to receive polar radio waves horizontally. 245 Crystal Growth. 246 The bounce of relay contacts. 247 Friction shoe sales. 248 Wired phone. 249 Effects of cooling fins. 250 Condensation rate etc. with an electric field application 251 Electronic tuning equipment for a guitar. 252 Influencing Factors infrared absorption
efficiency. 253 253 plastic cups. 254 Cracks in the glass bar. 255 Makeup effect on ultraviolet light. 256 To study the effect of immersion in water on the pull strength of cartridge paper. 257 Natural radiation of rocks. 258 Affects the combustion rate of a material on the electric field. 259 Effect of liquid on static bending of balsa wood - 260
Temperature varies with depth in liquid and glue when heated. 261 Factors influencing regulation. 262 Movement of boats through narrow channels. 263 Effects of solvents and papers on the performance of cysysts. 264 Strip of paper in the airflow. 265 Absorb heat radiation from the surface. 266 Lead cells. 267 Particle mounting. 268
Thermal power efficiency. 269 Lecher Wire. 270 formations and bursts of soap bubbles. 271 took and tested a graphite strip microphone. 272 Time re-combining of ions. 273 A relationship between thermal and electrical lead in metals. 274 Fog lamp. 275 Power transmission efficiency of a cycle chain. 276 Current caused in ion solution
moves 277 electrical properties in gycerol moisture 278 Liquid phased second coil in the converter. 279 The frequency reaction of home electrolytic material in capacitors. 280 Drainage of a ship. 281 Penetrating effect of air gun on plasticine and wood. 282 Lubricate graphite. 283 Efficiency of GM. 284 Tube Creates a hooly figure. 285
Hysteresis in rubber. 286 Elastic properties of fishing lines. The current flows around a bend U. 288 The reflection transmits and absorbs the ultraviolet light of polythene. 289 Properties of pastes and water. 290 To investigate the factors that affect the power of a pillar. 291 Analyzing the thermos. 292 An investigation into the depth of the
focus of the eye. 293 The factors influencing the bow waves are created by a boat. 294 Effect of turbulation on performance aerofoil glider model. 295 Factors that affect the speed of play of a pumpkin ball. 296 Wind speed meter hotline. 297 The power of plaster. 298 Investigation P T F E. 299 Corrosion and Cathodic Protection. 300
Investigate the Moire fringe as used in measurement. 301 The same liquid of an electric current. 302 Shrink water of tissue paper. 303 Analyzing and synthesizing music sounds. 304 An investigation of the diffusion of tea through teabags, 305 Deviation of liquid passing through an electric field. 306 Torque - r p m curve for a diesel model.
307 Study the effects of stretching various plant tissues. 308 Slope stability. 309 Linear motor. 310 Hardness of pencil. 311 Humidity switch. 312 Force on the fence. 313 drops rupert. 314 Anchored. 315 Paramagnetism. 316 The forces between the magnets. 317 Is the eye color due to light scattering? 318 Welding of different
components. 319 Hysteresis in a transformer. 320 Efficiency of cloud chambers. 321 factors behavior of sparks. 322 The movement of the pendulum is elastic. 323 Effect of the pressure reduction on the ionization current in the air. 324 Factors influencing the production of unified bubble rafts. 325 The rate of deposition of particles from
the water suspension. 326 Measuring paper thickness. 327 Velocity of the selected ions in the ao solution. 328 Velocity distribution of thermoelectrons. The formation of sand dunes. 330 Water flow ring congestion. 331 To build an acceleration. 332 The nature of the pencil lines. 333 Polar effect of sellotape. 334 Life history of water
droplets. 335 Effect of oil on the evaporation of liquids. 336 Lost power in the bounce. 337 What's the cause of tapping the flag? 338 The power of the chain. 339 Handapult accuracy. 340 Melted metal into water. An investigation into optics. 342 Resonance of wine glass, 343 Charging leak from electronic glass. 344 Measure speed with
Doppler effect. 345 Metal - hard work and heat treatment. 346 Rings are formed by water flowing on flat plates. 347 Electrolye potential of phase 4 transition metal. 348 Review of chalk writing system/blackboard. 349 Time reverberation. 350 Behavior of ink drops in water. 351 Efficiency of racing model. 352 Vibration caused by an electric
motor. 353 Welded power. 354 Make and calibrate a stress gauge. 355 diffraction circles are produced by small particles. 356 Heat flows through the crystal. 357 Effect of twisting on 2 fleeces. 358 Reduce vibration when the device. 359 Energy stored / efficiency of a watch. 360 Resonance of metal rings. 361 Production of diffraction
mesh. 362 Turbine wing. 363 Refraction of a beam of light through an unstirred sugar solution. 364 Build and use a chart recorder. 365 Physical properties of hen eggs. 366 Electrical properties of silver deposited on glass slides. Experiment of 367 Millikan with smoke particles, 368 Measure the vapor pressure of water at different
temperatures using a microwave oven. 369 Feasibility of comparing abrasive properties by light scattering. 370 Apply the bernoulli principle to the design of chimney pots. 371 Variant of the light output and temperature of tungsten lamps as a function of electrical input, 372 Effect of electrical fields on the evaporation rate of liquids. 373
Mechanical properties of plastic sulfur. 374 Potential drop method of crack properties. 375 Optimal flying saucer launch. Uniplanor 376 beam design. 377 The machine to provide a continuous force. 378 Alpha particles absorb gas. 379 Self-touch of metal springs. 380 The ways in which a glass bar transmits light. 381 Transmission of light
through perspex. 382 Sound properties of a kettledrum. 383 The power of paper tissues. 384 Velocity of ripples in a rippling tank. An investigation into the optimal helicopter. 386 Sand erosion foot of the pier. 387 Efficiency and energy loss in a small steam engine. 388 Vibration of rubber sheets. 389 Factors that affect the physical
characteristics of plasticene. 390 Concrete hydration. 391 Resistance contact. 392 Heat transfer in the electric field. 393 Thixotropic. 394 Slots are in effect in close tow boats. 395 Soap foam. 396 A water jet in earth's fascinating field. 397 Rudder efficiency. 398 Link wood nails. 399 Ice crispness. 400 Strengthening clay fire. 401 Vibrating
wire bearing ac. 402 Wind causes oscillation in lamina. 403 An electrical method of detecting small motion and vibration 404 Characteristics of an internal and external speaker of a enclosure. Enclosure.
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